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Freedom To Truly Serve
TRAILBLAZER RESEARCH

Success leaves clues.. Discover who is blazing up the path for you to follow.



TRAILBLAZER RESEARCH

Who are the Trailblazers in Your Niche?

'Success leaves a trail'  and we want to model what the leaders in
our niche are doing.  
We can model our high ticket program on what's already working
for them.
We can see who they are serving which will give us clues to who
our ideal customer is.
We can assess their pricing structures to build confidence as to
what we can then charge for ours also.
We can join any groups they may have where we can potentially
add value.

It's really important for us to get an idea of not just who our
competitors are in the niche we want to serve but who are the people
who are really killing it in this particular area. Those people who are
blazing the path ahead so that you can follow. Remember success 
 leaves clues and with this piece of work we want to identify who out
there already doing amazing work in your field, who already has a big
following on social media with lots of engagement, consistent clients
and most importantly, a successful, thriving business. 

Why? Because......

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Looking at our trailblazers is a great way in which we can look at
what's really working and then do our best to model or improve.                
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Go to Facebook, Instagram, Google and Youtube and search the
Keywords that relate to your niche.

For example: When doing this for my own business I searched Yoga
Business mentor, Yoga Business Coach, Yoga Business, Yoga Marketing
etc. etc.

Or if you are creating a Yoga Teacher Training perhaps, you could
search Yoga Teacher Training, YTT, Teacher Training etc. or some well
known teacher trainers you may know.

You just need to think about the niche you will be working in and
think of some key words or phrases related to this. 

How do we do this research? 
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The Research
What questions are your niche asking (keywords)?               
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Make a list of the 'trailblazer' names that come up:               

Search Facebook, Instagram, Google and Youtube for these keywords:            
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The Research
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List out the Top  3-5 Trailblazers:             

List out these trailblazers websites:     

What does their offer look like? Is there anything you can model?      



The Research
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What is the price of their program/ package/ 1:1 coaching? 
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Who are their clients?  

What their clients main problems?        



The Research
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What their clients main desires?        

What language do they use to speak about clients  desires?      

What language do they use to speak about clients problems?      



The Research
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Who are the group members? What questions are the members asking?
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Do these trailblazer have Facebook groups? List below:              

Can you join these groups?  Can you contribute?           



The Research
What about their Instagram page? Do they have many followers?            
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What kind of content are they sharing?           

Do they have a free offer they promoting?         



The Research
Can you search them on Youtube? Do they have many subscribers?            
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What kind of content are they sharing?           

What platform seems to be working the best for your trailblazers?       



The Research
Where are the clients showing up the most?
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What can really model from those who are trailblazing in your niche?



The Research
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Additional Notes          


